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“HUTK” attempts to open 

the doors of these hidden 

folklores, diverse 

culture & epic depicted 

through the Folk Art done 

on the walls of these 

village huts by extending 

them global market 

linkages.  



30,000 Artisans

15 different Art forms

8 different States





We bring  diverse art forms of India 

under one roof  

Our design team creates a fusion of 

modern art with traditional art 

bringing HUTK innovative offerings. 

We bring  fusion of different art forms  

into one design. 

Conceptual Innovation





Team of HUTK has

travelled to remotest

corners of Indian forest

& villages rich in flora

and fauna and has

discovered the purest

form of clothing made

from plant fibers.

These fabrics are made

from fibers that do not

require the use of any

pesticides or chemicals

to grow. They are

naturally resistant to

mold and mildew and

are disease free.

Environmentally hutk
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Eat it OR Knit it!!

Skin

friendly

Breathable

Soft

UV

protection

Anti 
allergic

HUTK’s Material Innovation 

HUTK offers a complete fashion range of sustainable 
fabrics using 100% pure plant fibers 

A2.1



Inhale  health  not  chemicals 

• Why use chemically dyed cotton fabrics; when HUTK offers you 

pure herbal dyed masks using medicinal herbs, plants, flowers, 

roots, and barks.

• These herbs release their medicinal qualities into the body and 

strengthen the skin’s ability to block and resist harmful 

substances. 

• So, just like the way human skin has the tendency to absorb 

environmental toxins and chemicals from the conventional 

clothing, it can absorb herbs found in HUTK natural dyes leaving 

your skin nourished. 

• Inhale health with every breath using HUTK GOTS certified 

herbal mask from pure plant based colors. 



A1 bamboo T shirts 



A2 Adoption of company logos in Folk Art style



HUTK Artists 
@ work 
creating hand 
painted Tees s



where art meets safety

MASKS @ HUTK

B



b1 Amazing Aloe

#behutkbuyHUTK



B 2 BREATHING BAMBOOZ

#behutkbuyHUTK



B 3   go bananas

#behutkbuyHUTK



B4 craving corns

#behutkbuyHUTK



B5 Eureka with Eucalyptus

#behutkbuyHUTK



B6 super soy

#behutkbuyHUTK



EAT IT OR KNIT IT

BIODEGRADABLE CARBON NEUTRAL

Sugarcane mask

#behutkbuyHUTK



B7 MARVELOUS MILK

Breathable     Temperature Regulating      Odor free     Quick drying



Colors that we 

use for your 

face masks are 

naturally 

picked. 



Inhale  health  not  chemicals 

• Why use chemically dyed cotton masks; when HUTK offers you 

pure herbal dyed masks using medicinal herbs, plants, flowers, 

roots, and barks.

• These herbs release their medicinal qualities into the body and 

strengthen the skin’s ability to block and resist harmful 

substances. 

• So, just like the way human skin has the tendency to absorb 

environmental toxins and chemicals from the conventional 

clothing, it can absorb herbs found in HUTK natural dyes leaving 

your skin nourished. 

• Inhale health with every breath using HUTK GOTS certified 

herbal mask from pure plant based colors. 



herbal ayurvedic dyed face masks by 

HUTK
manjistha

aloevera

turmeric

neem

tulsi



B8 Manjistha

Anti inflammatory      Anti Bacterial      Antioxidant     



B9 Nourishing Neem

Anti inflammatory     Anti Septic      Antihistamine     



B10 TURMERIC

Anti fungal     Anti-inflammatory      Antioxidant     



B11 tender tulsi

Anti fungal     Anti-inflammatory      Antioxidant     



The fabrics used in HUTK masks are 
hand loomed and are completely free 
from synthetic chemicals & toxic 
irritants. These are totally organic and 
biodegradable, carrying extra 
smoothness & allowing good 
transpiration that helps in controlling 
various diseases. 



Manjishtha

Haldi

Tulsi

Aloe VeraNeem



Did you know?
India’s rich cultural heritage proudly acclaims
30,000 Indian Folk Artists
15 different art forms
8 different states 

Join the HUTK movement to protect the 
5000 years old folk art forms of India. 







3 level safety @ HUTK

Relax with 

safety 

equivalent 

to N95

HUTK 



HUTK



c



Invite your family 

and friends for an 

artful HUTK get 

together…..with 

handpainted

trays….

C1



Hand painted 

kettles

C2



Use it as 
decorative 
piece

Serving 
tea

Home 
gardening

Artful lamp



Wide range to choose from 



Hand painted key 

holders and trays 

C3



Brighten an artist’s Diwali along 

with yours this year with this 

beautiful hand painted traditional 

lanterns C4



Handcrafted wooden chocolate boxes

C5



Why should we leave 

behind the tea 

coasters?

C6





Why should 

we leave 

behind the 

table mats?

C7









Make this Diwali a 

bit more artistic 

with wide range of 

tea light holders 

from HUTK 

C8





Clay is alkaline in 
nature and it 
interacts with the 
acidity in the food, 
thereby neutralising 
the pH balance and 
eventually making 
food healthier and a 
lot tastier. It is 
believed to provide 
the required 
minerals 
including calcium, 
magnesium,iron, 
phosphorus and 
sulphur that benefits 
our health.

Get Back to the 

Basics!

The authentic indian handpainted kullads

C9



Working from home?....

Bored with same desk, same 

room...same faces…

Break the monotony of  

work from home..add a 

artistic tweak  with colourful

folk arty WFH series from 

HUTK.

D



Your used 

diaries can  

now be 

grown into 

plants with 

HUTK bio-

degradable 

papers. 

D1



D2



Still using traditional boring pen drives?  Give your laptop an 

artistic smile with folk art pendrives from HUTK 





D3







Swap your traditional mouse to HUTK artistic ones…..

D4



Hand painted i-pad 
covers & laptop sleeves

D5







Boost your 

immunity by 

using a 100% 

bamboo water 

bottle

D6



Unlocking yourselves post 
Covid…..flaunt your style with HUTK 
artful luggage tags…

D7



Let’s give light to our rural 

artisans 

Join hands with HUTK towards protecting diminishing art 
forms of India & enhance the livelihood of the artisans, 
experiencing the true essence of rural India.  



Apart from the product, its our story 

that sells……CATERING TO un sdgS

SWACHH BHARAT



We value your 
concern!!! 
100% certified 
products.







This is where 

our 

customer 

connects 

come from



We curate wall art with a mix of 
modern and folk art, discovering 

and depicting new mix of 
various art forms across India 

preserving the aesthetic appeal 
of the rich cultural heritage of 

India. 





Queen of Malaysia

Shibani Kashyap, Bollywood SingerRajiv Sethi, Asian Heritage Foundation

FAB INDIA
HUTK sincerely acknowledges appreciation from Industry Veterans


